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ABSTRACT 

Numerous studies have shown that wearing face covers and following other social 

distancing guidelines reduce community transmission of air borne diseases like COVID-19 during 

a pandemic. While public health administrators can provide guidelines on wearing masks and 

social distancing, it cannot be guaranteed that everyone will follow those guidelines. It is very 

important to have a mechanism available for the public health administration to collect data on 

how well the population is following the guidelines provided. This information will allow them to 

anticipate when there will be peak hospitalization and prepare accordingly. This paper aims to look 

at the feasibility of using machine learning and image processing techniques to track the number 

of people wearing a face cover in a crowd in real time. The Amazon DeepLens camera, Amazon 

Rekognition and other Amazon Web Services have been used to make inferences and collect data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

While there has been some controversy with the use of masks in public spaces, the US 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has been recommending the public to wear 

face cover. Different model simulations based on data gathered from states like New York and 

Washington showed that community transmission of diseases like COVID-19 can be significantly 

reduced by wearing face masks. According to Eikenberry et al., other studies have shown that 

masks protect individuals from contracting and transmitting various infections. The authors 

concluded based on their data that face masks should be adopted nationwide to prevent the spread 

of the disease during a pandemic [1].  

However, this may not be a universal solution as a sizable portion of the population tend 

to not wear masks and some states would not implement a mask mandate in public places. This 

can be attributed to two key factors. The first one is that some people do not believe that masks 

would prevent transmission of COVID-19. The other factor is psychological reactance, where 

people show a resistance to follow through when being forced to do something, i.e., wearing a 

mask in this case [2]. Hence, it is necessary to find a mechanism to monitor whether people are 

wearing a mask and following other social distancing guidelines so that the next spike in infection 

can be predicted. This way, hospitals and local government officials can prepare accordingly. 

Using machine learning and cloud computing technology like Deep Learning and Amazon Web 

Services to monitor the percentage of population following mask guidelines could be a good way 

of predicting the regions that may see a spike in infection rates. 

1.1. Machine Learning 

Machine learning is a part of computer science, which is associated with algorithms that 

act like human intelligence by gathering information from its surroundings. It is a constantly 
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evolving field. Different machine learning techniques have been used with great results in several 

areas ranging from pattern recognition, computer vision, spacecraft engineering, finance, 

entertainment, computational biology to biomedical and medical applications, etc. Machine 

learning algorithms have developed the ability to learn from a particular context that they are 

provided with and apply it into more general unseen tasks [3]. Decrease in the cost of computation 

and large volume of online data becoming available has been driving the progress of machine 

learning in the recent past [5]. 

1.2. Neural Network 

A neural network is created by mimicking the concept of a human brain where billions of 

interconnected neurons process information parallelly. A typical neural network consists of an 

input layer of neurons, one or more hidden layers, and finally a layer of output neurons. Figure 1 

shows the typical architecture of a simple neural network. The lines connecting neurons represent 

a numeric value called weight. The output, hi, of neuron i in the hidden layer is calculated as 

follows: 

 ℎ𝑖 = σ(∑ 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑗+ 𝑇𝑖
ℎ𝑖𝑑)

𝑁

𝑗=1
   

Here, σ() is the activation function, and N the represents the number of input neurons. Vij represents 

the weights, x j inputs to the input neurons, and Ti
hid the threshold term of the hidden neurons. The 

activation function contributes to the nonlinearity in the network. However, its primary purpose is 

to bound the value of the neuron in order to prevent the neural network from getting distorted by 

divergent neurons [4]. 
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Figure 1: Structure of a Neural Network1 

Neural networks with the above architecture have proven to be able to approximate various 

computable functions accurately. The numbers that the input neurons receive are independent 

variables. The numbers that are returned from the neurons in the output layer are, however, 

dependent on the function that has been approximated by the network. The input and output values 

can either be binary or symbols like green, red, etc. based on how the data was set up. This 

capability allows neural networks to be very effective [4]. 

 

 
1 Source: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4615-0377-4_5 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4615-0377-4_5
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1.3. Deep Learning  

Deep learning is a type of machine learning that uses a deep graph with multiple processing 

layers to learn data representations with multiple levels of abstraction. It is based on a neural 

network that has more than three layers. It has contributed greatly towards the improvement in 

speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection, and other fields such as genomics. 

It utilizes a technique called backpropagation to detect intricate patterns in large data sets with 

high dimensions by indicating how a machine adjusts its internal parameters. This is then used to 

process the representation in each layer from the representation in the previous layer [6].  

1.4. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the most widely used deep neural 

networks. This is due to its ability of processing large amount of data and impressive performance 

in solving machine learning problems, especially ones that involve image data, computer vision 

and natural language processing (NLP). Linear operations between matrices are called convolution 

in mathematics, where CNN gets its name from. It comprises of multiple layers including 

convolutional layer, non-linearity layer and pooling layer. Convolutional layer reflects the key 

content in an image, while the non-linearity layer acquires the non-linear transformation and                                 

finally the pooling layers works to reduce the dimensions of the feature map [7]. Figure 2 shows 

the process diagram of CNN.   
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Figure 2: Convolutional Neural Network Architecture2 

1.5. ResNet-50 

Resnet, which uses the residual learning framework, is often used when there are 

significantly more layers in the neural network needed. It addresses the issue with the difficulty of 

training deeper neural network by viewing the layers as learning residual functions with reference 

to the layer inputs, instead of learning unreferenced functions. It is proven to be more optimizable 

and provide accuracy from significantly increased depth [7]. ResNet-50 is ideal for image 

classification and feature extraction. Residual building block (RBB) is one of the key elements in 

ResNet-50. It is based on the concept of skipping blocks of convolutional layers by utilizing 

shortcut connections. These shortcuts allow the optimization of trainable parameters in error 

backpropagation so that vanishing gradients problem can be avoided. Hence, deeper CNN 

structures can be created to improve the overall performance [8].  

1.6. AWS DeepLens 

AWS DeepLens is a video camera with deep learning capabilities which, integrated with 

numerous machine-learning services, can make local inference against deployed models trained in 

AWSCloud. It can be used to develop computer vision applications using the latest artificial 

 

 
2 Source: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11554-019-00915-5 
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intelligence (AI) tools and technology based on a deep learning model [4]. Table 1 shows the 

specifications for the AWS DeepLens Camera. 

Table 1: AWS DeepLens Camera Specifications 

Camera A 4-megapixel camera with MJPEG (Motion JPEG)  

Memory 8 GB of on-board memory  

Storage 16 GB of storage capacity  

Storage A 32-GB SD (Secure Digital) card  

Network Wi-Fi support for both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz standard dual-band 

networking  

Display A micro-HDMI display port  

Audio Audio out and USB ports  

Power consumption 20 W  

Power input 5V and 4Amps  

 

The AWS DeepLens device runs on Ubuntu OS-16.04 LTS and supports the current 

versions of software for the following frameworks:  

• The AWS DeepLens device support Python 2.7 and Python 3.7.  

• The supported deep learning AI architectures are MXNet 1.6.0 and TensorFlow 1.4 

Figure 3 shows the workflow of an AWS DeepLens project. 

 
Figure 3: DeepLens Project Overview3 

 

 
3 Source: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/DeepLens/latest/dg/DeepLens-dg.pdf 
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The camera captures a video stream and produces two output steams, the device stream, 

and the project stream. The device stream is the video stream without any processing done while 

the project steam is a result of the model processing video frames. The unprocessed video frames 

are transferred by the Inference Lambda function into the model deployed to the camera. The 

frames are then processed and transferred back to the Inference Lambda function which in turn 

displays them in the project stream [9]. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Researchers have tried utilizing different machine learning approaches in detecting the use 

of face masks and social distancing. Loey et al. used Resnet50 for feature extraction and used 

decision trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and ensemble algorithm for classification. They 

have achieved high level of testing accuracy using the SVM classifier with 9.64%, 99.49%, and 

100% testing accuracies on three of the datasets that they have used, respectively. However, this 

approach only tests the algorithm on simulated still images and it is unclear how it will work in 

real life setting when connected to a recording device [10]. 

One other approach is the use of transfer learning model. It utilizes a pre-trained deep 

learning model, InceptionV3, to detect individuals not wearing a mask in public places. 

InceptionV3 is a convolutional neural network (CNN) developed by Google and comprises of 48 

layers. Chowdary et al. have modified the InceptionV3 CNN by removing the last layer and adding 

5 more layers which include pooling layer, and a decisive dense layer with softmax function to 

classify an individual with or without a mask [11]. The researchers in the paper utilized a technique 

called image augmentation to increase their dataset by artificially modifying their images. They 

have applied the following operations on an existing image: shearing, contrasting, flipping 

horizontally, rotating, zooming, and blurring. They have trained the new transfer learning model 

for 80 epochs. Their model achieved accuracies of 99.92%, 99.9% during training, and 100%, 

100% during testing. While the results are very promising, there is no data on how this algorithm 

would work on making inferences in real time just like the previous paper discussed [11]. 

While the DeepLens camera has been rarely used for facemask detection, there are several 

papers that have leveraged both Amazon Webs Services and the DeepLens Camera to solve other 
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real-world problems. [19] is one such example, where the authors use Amazon Web Services and 

AWS DeepLens camera to detect diseases in plants.  

There are several Machine Learning models available for classifying diseases in a plant 

leaf. But at times they fall short of providing true value due to the lack of integration with 

sophisticated hardware. Khan et al. addresses this issue by using the AWS DeepLens camera. They 

utilize the scalability of AWS and transfer learning by training their model in AWS SageMaker 

and then deploying it to their AWS DeepLens camera. They have achieved 98.78% accuracy with 

their model while detecting 25 separate diseases in real-time. The camera was able to detect the 

diseases in Apple, Grape, Peach, Potato, Strawberry and Tomato plants. Using the DeepLens 

camera, it took their deployed model only a fraction of a second to diagnose diseases in an image 

with an average time of 0.349s [19].  

Another paper titled "The Hygiene Monitoring System" leverages the AWS DeepLens 

Camera quite well. They used deep learning to detect whether individuals were washing their 

hands properly. They gathered video footages and divided the hand motions into separate frames 

and uploaded them to AWS. They retrained a pretrained neural network using transfer learning. 

After training their model, they tested it using validation data from original subjects and new 

subjects. Then they deployed the model to the AWS DeepLens Camera and placed it in front of 

live video feed. They were able to gain 75% accuracy with instantaneous result [22]. 

In [23], Rafael et al. uses the DeepLens Camera and other Amazon Web Services to detect 

facial expression of individuals to provide a better mode of communication to blind people through 

audio signals. They compared the performance of the camera to on-premises deep learning. Their 

approach allowed them to achieve results with a 76.16% accuracy. They concluded that it is a 
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viable approach to use AWS and DeepLens camera although it may require high level expertise to 

yield better results[23]. 
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3. APPROACH 

For our initial person detection, we used DeepLens-face-detection, a pretrained model from 

Amazon. It is trained using MxNet and ResNet 50. ResNet-50 is a convolutional neural network 

that is 50 layers deep [12]. The DeepLens-face-detection model has been deployed to the AWS 

DeepLens where it acts as part of the Inference Lambda Function. Once the function detects and 

labels a person or multiple people in the captured frames, the image is uploaded to the Amazon S3 

Bucket [9] as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: AWS Project Overview4 

3.1. Amazon S3 

Amazon S3, also known as Amazon Simple Storage Service, is an object storage service 

provided by Amazon as a part of its AWS platform. It allows customers to securely store data 

ranging from websites, mobile applications, backup and restore, archive, enterprise applications, 

IoT devices to big data analytics [13]. Images captured by the DeepLens camera will be 

 

 
4 Source:https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/machine-learning/track-the-number-of-coffees-consumed-using-aws-

deeplen 
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automatically uploaded and store in the S3 bucket before they are analyzed by Amazon 

Rekognition. 

3.2. Amazon Rekognition  

Amazon Rekognition is a service provided by Amazon that enables us to add powerful 

visual analysis to applications. It allows one to build applications with the capabilities of searching, 

verifying and organizing millions of images. Rekognition consists of two services, Rekognition 

Video and Rekognition Image. For our application, we have used Rekognition Image to detect and 

analyze images uploaded by our DeepLens Camera [14]. 

Rekognition Image provides different capabilities ranging from object detection and face 

recognition to text extraction and content analysis. It is based on the Deep Learning Technology 

developed by Amazon’s computer vision scientists for analyzing images for Prime Photos. It uses 

deep neural network models to detect and label objects and scenes in images. Amazon Rekognition 

is part of the Amazon AI services that uses deep learning for image processing and computer vision 

along with other tasks such as speech recognition and natural language processing. Along with 

other deep learning architectures, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is being used to achieve 

desired results on the domains [14]. Line 23 in Figure 5 shows how the Rekognition API is called 

using the image file as a parameter. 

3.3. Lambda Function 

AWS Lambda is part of Amazon Web Services, which involves providing computational 

services to customers. It allows one to run code without having to manage servers. It is highly 

scalable; it can scale from a handful of requests per day to thousands of requests per second 

automatically. 
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Figure 5: Code Snippet of Lambda Function in Python 

AWS Lambda supports code for almost any type of application or backend services 

possible. It manages and performs all of the necessary maintenance including server and operating 

systems, scaling, code monitoring, and logging. Lambda can be used to run code in response to 

events such as changes to data in Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket or an 

Amazon DynamoDB table. In our application, images uploaded to the S3 bucket triggers the 
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Lambda function. Figure 5 shows the code snippet for one of the lambda functions used for this 

application [23]. 

3.4. Amazon DynamoDB  

AWS DynamoDB is a database service provided by Amazon as a part of Amazon Web 

Services. It is a NoSQL database service which supports a key-value and document database [15]. 

For this paper, a DynamoDB table named Face_Covering is created with four attributes: personID, 

confidence, date_time and face_cover. The personID gets populated by a universally unique 

identifier (UUID) generated in the lambda function as shown in line 40 of Figure 5. Confidence is 

the confidence level or the degree of certainty to which the Rekognition API decides a person is 

wearing a mask. This value is retrieved from the json object from the response of the API call. The 

date_time field is populated with the unixtime during which the API was called. The Boolean 

variable face_cover tells is an indicator of whether the face detected has a mask on or not. Figure 

6 shows how the data in the Face_Covering table is arranged. 

 
Figure 6: Face_Covering Table 

3.5. JSON Response 

The reply after calling the Amazon Rekognition API is a json object, which consists of the 

information of whether a personal protective equipment is detected or not and the confidence level. 

Figure 7 shows how a typical response would be like if no face mask is detected: 
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Figure 7: Json Object without Face Cover 

We parse the json reply and look for the EquipmentDetections array. If the array is empty, 

the person is not wearing a face cover and we update the Face_Cover table with a new entry with 

a unique id. We set the Face_Cover attribute to ‘False’ and update the confidence attribute. If the 

EquipmentDetections object is not empty, we look for the ‘Face_Cover’ attribute within 

EquipmentDetections and see if the value is set to True and has a Confidence number associated 

with it. If we can find those values, we update the Face_Cover table with a new entry with a unique 

id. We set the Face_Cover attribute as true and update the confidence attribute. Figure 8 shows a 

typical json reply when face cover is detected. 

 
Figure 8: Json Object with Face Cover 
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Initially, we test the Amazon Rekognition API by uploading a few images manually to 

AWS S3 Bucket. We find very promising results as the API detects all the people in the first image 

(Figure 9) with masks. 

 
Figure 9: First Uploaded Image5 

The second image (Figure 10), which consists of individuals with no mask, is then 

uploaded and Amazon Rekognition detects 11 individuals out of 17 who are visible. Not all of the 

individuals were detected as some have their faces either turned to the opposite direction or they 

are too far away. 

 

 
5 Source: https://www.ndsu.edu/healthprofessions/news/detail/59223/ 
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Figure 10: Second Uploaded Image6 

We then move on to testing API on a video file. A 22:16 minutes long video has been 

selected for the purpose of testing the application. It is a video of people walking down the streets 

of Seoul, South Korea. Before the test is being run, the video is played to count N1, the total number 

of faces that appear, simply by observing. Then, it is played again from the beginning to count the 

number of people who appear to be wearing a face mask, N2. The number of people that are not 

wearing a face cover, N3, is then calculated by subtracting N2 from N1: 

 N3   = N1 - N2  

There are certain assumptions that were made while counting the sample size. People who 

are facing forward with the back of their head facing the camera are not counted as the DeepLens 

camera will not detect them unless it sees a face. 

Also, some people may not have been counted as they could be missed due to the latency 

in human reaction time. The mean reaction time to detect visual stimuli is approximately 180–200 

 

 
6 Source: https://www.ndsu.edu/news/story_archive/stembuildingopens/ 
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milliseconds [16]. For this reason, three different observations were made at three different times 

and only the average is used for the later comparisons. Table 2 shows the data that has been 

gathered by simply observing and counting. 

Table 2: Population Data 

 Sample Size (N1) Number of people 

wearing a face cover (N2) 

Number of people not 

wearing a face cover (N3) 

Observation 1 683 249 434 

Observation 2 698 233 465 

Observation 3 660 227 433 

Average ≈ 680 ≈ 236 ≈ 444 

 

We then test our application, which integrates the DeepLens camera and the Rekognition 

API. As discussed earlier, there are two different models at play. One is the pretrained person-

detection model, which is deployed locally to the camera and the other one is Amazon Rekognition 

PPE detection model, which resides in the cloud. The camera is placed in front of a screen where 

the video will be played. If any face appears on the screen, the camera will detect it with the help 

of the person-detection model. Once the face is detected, the camera will take a snapshot and 

upload the image to the S3 bucket. Once uploaded to the S3 bucket, the lambda function will 

invoke the Rekognition API to analyze the image. 

The video is then played again after turning the DeepLens camera on. Figure 11 and 12 

show two of the several images captured by the DeepLens camera. The first figure shows a person 

with a mask and the second shows one without a mask. While the camera detected only one face 

initially, the Rekognition API is able to detect up to fifteen people in an image once it is uploaded 

to the S3 Bucket. Once uploaded, the Lambda function was called, and it analyzed the image and 

updated the database.  
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Figure 11: Person with a Face Mask 

 
Figure 12: Person without a Face Mask     

4.1. Results 

For the first trial with the video playing in regular speed, a total of 78 people were detected. 

76% of the 78 people were not wearing a face cover, which amounts to 59 people. The median 

degree of confidence is 96.75. 24% were detected with a face covering, which amounts to 19 
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people with a median degree of confidence of 98.35. Figures 13 and 14 show the data visualization 

of the first trial. 

The subjects in the video appear to be moving too fast for the DeepLens camera at times. 

This is because the person recording the video is moving constantly and this increases the relative 

speed of the people coming from the opposite direction. In order to compensate for this, we reduced 

the playback speed by half and the results have improved slightly. 

For the second trial with the video playing in 0.5 times the regular speed, a total of 100 

people were detected. 73% of the people were detected to be not wearing a face cover with a 

median degree of confidence of 99.97. 27% were detected to be wearing a mask with a median 

degree of confidence of 97.16%. It is evident that the population size in each category has 

increased. While the degree of confidence for people not wearing a face cover has improved, there 

is a slight dip in the median degree of confidence in cases where face covers were detected. Figure 

15 and Figure 16 show the data visualization of second trial. 

It appears that the person detection model is slowing down the upload process of each 

image significantly. So, we also test a different approach where the camera would capture images 

at fixed intervals regardless of whether there is a person in the image or not. While the camera 

could be set up to do that, we decided to emulate it for the purpose of this paper by simply splitting 

the video file into 492 images at 1 frame per 2.7 seconds and upload it to the AWS S3 Bucket 

manually. The Face_Covering table in the database gets populated with new values. We get 833 

unique entries, which means 833 individuals were detected. Of those, 70% or 583 were detected 

to be not wearing a mask while 30 % or 250 were detected wearing a face mask. Figure 17 shows 

the visual representation of the data. There is an improvement in the degree of confidence for the 
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final trial as shows in Figure 18. The median degree of confidence is  98.78 for the true values 

while 98.26 for the false values. 

One noticeable difference with the final trial is that there are significantly more entries, 

153 to be exact, compared to the number counted manually. This increase in number could be 

because there are duplicate entries in the database for the same people as they may appear in 

multiple frames. This is one of the drawbacks of just going with the image capture approach. The 

other major drawback is that there will be a very large number of images uploaded, which will 

incur significant cost. To put things into perspective, there are 86,400 seconds in a day and if the 

camera were to upload an image every three seconds, 28,800 images would be uploaded per day. 

4.2. Diagrams 

 
Figure 13:  Results of First Trial 
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Figure 14: Degrees of Confidence for First Trial 

 
Figure 15:  Results of Second Trial 
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Figure 16: Degrees of Confidence for Second Trial 

 
Figure 17: Results of Third Trial 
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Figure 18: Degrees of Confidence for Third Trial 

4.3. Hypothesis Testing 

While the total number of detections varied between each experiment, the proportions of 

the data gathered appear to be consistent across all the trials. We can verify this using a hypothesis 

testing, more specifically, Z test for two proportions using the following formula: 

  𝑧0 = 
(𝑝̂ 1− 𝑝̂ 2)−(𝑝̂1− 𝑝̂2)

√p̂(1−p )√(
1

𝑛1
+

1

𝑛2
)
  

Here, we compare the proportions of each experiment with the proportions of the value 

obtained from simply observing. We first calculate p 
1
by dividing the number of people with masks 

detected, 𝑥1 with the total number of people detected, 𝑛1. Since we have three different 

observations as listed in Table 3, we will consider the average of them.   

 p 
1
= 

𝑥1

𝑛1
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Similarly, we will calculate p 
2
 by dividing the number of people with masks detected in the 

experiment, 𝑥2  with the total number of people detected in the same experiment, 𝑛2. 

 p 
2
= 

𝑥2

𝑛2
  

The pooled proportion, p  is calculated using the following formula:  

 p 
 
= 

𝑥1+𝑥2

𝑛1+𝑛2
   

Our null hypothesis, 𝐻0, is that the two-population proportion, 𝑝1 and  𝑝2, are equal. So, 

we can assume that 𝑝1– 𝑝2 is 0 as 𝑝1= 𝑝2 if 𝑛0were to be true. Hence, we get the derived formula:  

 𝑧0 = 
(p 1− p 2)−0

√p̂(1−p )√(
1

𝑛1
+

1

𝑛2
)
          

We calculate the 𝑧0 value using the formula above. The P-value for corresponding 𝑧0 value 

is retrieved from a standard normal distribution table using the level of significance, α = 0.05.  

Similarly, 𝑧0 and P-values are obtained Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, where we use the same 

 p 
1
 and 𝑛1 values but different p 

2
 and 𝑛2 values. Table 3 shows the calculated zo score and the 

corresponding P-values for each of the experiments. 

Table 3: Z Score and P-value Relative to the Observed Numbers for Each Trial 

 p 
1
 p 

2
 𝑛1 𝑛2 𝑧0 P-value 

Trial 1 236 250 680 833 1.945 .05118 

Trial 2 236 27 680 100 1.522 .12852 

Trial 3 236 19 680 78 1.832 .06724 

 

It is evident from the above table that the P-value for each experiment is greater than the 

level of significance, α = 0.05. Hence, it can be concluded that we do not have enough evidence to 

reject the null hypothesis, 𝐻0: 𝑝1= 𝑝2. This also verifies our claim that the data gathered in each 

trial is consistent with the initial observation.   
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper attempted at testing the feasibility of detecting the size of a crowd, number of 

people wearing a face cover, and the number of people not wearing one with the aid of the Amazon 

DeepLens Camera and various Amazon Web Services. While the application detected people with 

and without face covers with high confidence levels, the number of detections is much lower than 

the actual count. However, it can be argued that the camera will usually be recording from a 

stationary position in real life instead of having to make inferences from a moving video. This 

could increase the number of detections significantly. Also, it was proven that despite the fact that 

the number of detections was smaller than the actual count, the proportion of true values and false 

values remained same throughout each trial.  

Future work could include testing the camera on a real crowd by placing this in a public 

place with the permission from appropriate authorities. Also, a frame-by-frame image capture 

approach can be tried instead of having to detect faces before capturing and uploading an image. 

While we already tested the feasibility of this in this paper, and found some drawbacks including 

over counting and uploading too many images, these issues can be solved by using a  face-

recognition model to discard any duplicate image of a person.  
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